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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be an open bounded smooth set in Rn with boundary 1. We con-
sider in 0 the following reaction-diffusion equation with nonlinear flux
terms on the boundary of 0
ut&d 2u+ f (u)=0, in 0
{ d un + g(u)=0, on 1 (1.1)u(x, 0)=u0 (x), in 0.
with d>0, and f, g: R  R are smooth functions satisfying suitable growth
assumptions, to be stated below.
When either the boundary flux term, g, or the reaction term, f, are
absent, some conditions on the nonlinearity are known which imply either
the global existence and boundedness of solutions or blow-up in finite time.
Namely, when g=0, the solutions of the ODE
u* + f (u)=0 (1.2)
are homogeneous in space solutions of (1.1), therefore, it is clear that if
f (s)s is negative for large values of |s|, then (1.2) has unbounded solutions
and so does (1.1). Also, if f (s)s is slightly superlinear when |s| is large, for
example f (s)st &= |s| p, for some =>0, p>0, then (1.2) has solutions that
blow up in finite time and so does (1.1). The classical papers [18], [12]
and [15] show how the bad sign in f implies the existence of solutions, not
necessarily homogeneous in space, that blow up at finite time.
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On the other hand, still with g=0, if f has the right sign, in the sense
that
lim inf
|s|  
f (s)
s
>0 (1.3)
then (1.1) is dissipative in H1 (0), see [13] and [14] for example. By this
we mean that all solutions are globally defined and bounded, trajectories
are precompact in H1 (0) and the set of equilibria of (1.1) is bounded in
H1 (0). As a consequence, (1.1) has an attractor A/H1 (0), that is, a
maximal compact invariant set that attracts solutions starting on bounded
sets of H1 (0), [13, 14].
In the same way, when f =0, and g has a wrong sign, which loosely can
be stated as g(s)s<0 for large |s|, then some solutions blow up in finite
time, [19, 25, 20, 26], while if g has the right sign solutions remain bounded,
[25, 26].
For the case when both nonlinear mechanisms are present in the
problem, in [9] the following balance condition on f and g was given
ensuring the dissipativity of (1.1), see also [6]: there exist s0>0 such that
f (s)
s
a0 and
g(s)
s
b0 for |s|s0 (1.4)
and the first eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem
{
&d 2.+a0.=+., in 0
(1.5)
d
.
n
+b0.=0, on 1
is positive. Note that no assumptions are made separately on the signs of
a0 or b0 and observe that these condition generalize condition (1.3).
Conditions (1.4) and (1.5) can be seen as a ‘‘linearization at infinity’’
condition, since they imply that for the large values of |u| , (1.1) is below
a linear parabolic problem which is stable and therefore solutions must
remain bounded. Note that (1.4)(1.5) will fail to hold provided
(i) lim inf |s|  
f (s)
s =& or lim inf |s|  
g(s)
s =&
or
(ii) lim sup |s|  
f (s)
s =lim sup |s|  
g(s)
s =0.
The first situation accounts for superlinear growth and bad sign on either
0 or 1, while the second one accounts for sublinear growth of nonlinear
terms.
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Our goal in this paper is then to obtain nonlinear balances between f
and g which imply dissipativity of (1.1), when (1.4)(1.5) are not satisfied.
On the other hand, we are interested in giving conditions in which some
solutions of (1.1) blow up in finite time. For these two types of results there
are two different sets of situations. In the first case, both nonlinear terms
contribute in the same direction, either provoking blow-up in finite time or
dissipativity. In the other case, which is far more interesting, there is a real
competition of both nonlinear mechanisms which work in opposite direc-
tions, one fighting for blow-up in finite time, the other for dissipativity. Our
goal in this case will be to reveal which is the dominant mechanism and
which is the exact balance between them.
As a general rule, the balances that we will find in subsequent sections
of this paper, will depend on both the sign and the growth rate of f and
g at infinity.
Although we will obtain such balances for arbitary nonlinearities, in
order to illustrate our results, we will particularize for power-like non-
linearities, that is, for functions f and g satisfying the growth assumptions
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf , lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s|q&1
=qcg
for p< N+2N&2 and q<
N
N&2 and some cf , cg # R"[0]. Observe that f is dis-
sipative if cf>0 and nondissipative if cf<0. The same applies to g.
We will discuss now the application of our general balances to this par-
ticular class of nonlinearities in order to give a picture of the scope of our
results. When both nonlinear terms cooperate, that is when cf and cg have
the same sign, we will show that if we have internal and boundary dissipa-
tion, that is, cf , cg>0, then (1.1) is dissipative in the sense described above
and hence it has a global compact attractor. On the other hand, if there is
no dissipation, that is, cf , cg<0 and p>1 or q>1, then there exist solu-
tions of (1.1) which blow up in finite time. Also, if p, q1 solutions are
globally defined regardless of the sign of cf and cg .
For the case of competing nonlinearities, that is, when the signs of cf and
cg are different, observe that (1.4)(1.5) already give some answers since
they apply for the case of internal dissipation, that is, cf>0, if p>1 and
q1 or p=1 and q<1. For the case of boundary dissipation, that is,
cg>0, (1.4)(1.5) apply provided q1 and p<1.
Before presenting which are the precise balances for the remaining cases,
we note that in [11] the internal dissipation case with d=1, f (s)=as p,
a>0, g(s)=&sq, p, q>1 was considered for classical positive solutions
and p< N+2N&2 and q<
N
N&2 , if N3. For this setting and in the one-dimen-
sional case they proved that the balance between the dissipative term f and
the explosive term g is given by the relationship between p+1 and 2q.
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Namely, if p+1>2q, all solutions are global and bounded while if
p+1<2q then some solutions blow up in finite time. For the critical case
p+1=2q the balance condition depends on whether a>q or a<q. If
a=q, all solutions are global but unbounded. The same result when
p+1>2q or p+1<2q was obtained in higher dimensions only for the
case where 0 is a ball. For general domains global, existence and bounded
solutions was obtained for
q<
N+1
N&1
and p+1>(q+1) q*
for some number q*, a condition that always implies p+1>2q. On the
other hand, if p<q blow-up of some solutions was also shown. It was later
shown in [23], that for u0 # W1, r (0), for r>N, and u00, positive solu-
tions are globally defined and remain bounded if p+1>2q. It was shown
again that for p+1<2q there exists solutions that blow up in finite or
infinite time, but the argument employed was not conclusive on wether
blow-up in finite time actually occurs.
In this paper we will give balance conditions which hold for arbitrary
nonlinearities that, in particular, will complete the analysis for general
domains in any dimensions. We will also consider arbitrary initial data
u0 # H1 (0) with no prescribed sign.
The results we will obtain, particularized in the case of power-like non-
linearities, can be summarized as follows.
For the case of internal dissipation we have Table I, where GE denotes
global existence, D denotes dissipativity, B denotes blow-up in finite time
and C denotes that the behavior depends on an specific balance between
coefficients cf and cg .
On the other hand, for boundary dissipation we have Table II.
As can be seen from Table II, boundary dissipation is not enough to
prevent solutions from blowing-up in finite time if f is superlinear at
infinity. In fact, we will show a general result that loosely states that if f is
TABLE I
Internal Dissipation
q"p p<1 p=1 p>1
q<1
q>p q= p q<p
GE C D
D D
q=1 GE C D
2q>p+1 2q= p+1 2q<p+1
q>1 B B
B C D
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TABLE II
Boundary Dissipation
q"p p<1 p=1 p>1
q>p q= p q<p
q<1
D C GE
GE B
q=1 D C B
q>1 D D B
superlinear and nondissipative then for whatever nonlinear term on the
boundary that we consider, there are always solutions of (1.1) which blow
up in finite time.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shortly review the
existence of solutions of (1.1) and some of their properties. In Section 3 we
will derive all the balance conditions on the nonlinear terms that imply
that (1.1) is dissipative and has a compact attractor. Some other results will
be concerned with global existence for (1.1). Then, in Section 4 we will
explore different situations in which there exist solutions of (1.1) that blow
up in finite time. In both sections, and in order to derive our results we will
make use of either energy estimates or sub and super solution techniques.
2. SOLUTIONS, REGULARITY, AND BLOW-UP
We consider (1.1) as an initial value problem in H1 (0). The main reason
for that is that (1.1) has natural energy, namely
V(u)=
d
2 |0 |{u|
2+|
0
F(u)+|
1
G(u) (2.1)
with F(s)=s0 f (r) dr, G(u)=
s
0 g(r) dr, which is a Liapunov functional for
(1.1). That means that the functional V decreases along the trajectories of
(1.1). More precisely, for u0 # H 1 (0) and t0, we have
V(u(t))+|
t
0
|
0
u2t =V(u0) (2.2)
and then in particular V(u(t))V(u0), for t0. The energy (2.1) will play
an essential role in several of our results, either showing dissipativity of
(1.1) or the existence of blowing up solutions.
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In order for (1.1) to define a local semigroup in H1 (0), some restrictions
on the growth of f and g are needed. Recalling the results in [5, 9, 2, 3],
we know that if f (s) and g(s) are C1 functions such that for dimension
N=2 they satisfy
lim
|s|  
| f $(s)|
e’ |s|2
= lim
|s|  
| g$(s)|
e’ |s|2
=0
for every ’>0, while for N=3 they satisfy
lim sup
|s|  
| f $(s)|
|s| p&1
, lim sup
|s|  
| g$(s)|
|s| q&1
<
for p N+2N&2 and q
N
N&2 respectively, then (1.1) is locally well posed in
H1 (0). Note that no growth assumptions are made for N=1 and that the
cases p= N+2N&2 , q=
N
N&2 , for N3, are the critical growth cases but local
existence also follows from [5]. In any case solutions are classical for
positive times.
However, concerning global existence, there is a subtle difference
between the critical or subcritical growth cases, see [5]. When both f and
g are subcritical then solutions that exist for finite time only must blow up
in H 1 (0) norm. That implies that obtaining bounds on the H1 (0) norm
of the solution on finite time intervals implies global existence. On the
other hand, when either f or g are critical then it is necessary to obtain
estimates in the H1+= (0) norm, for some =>0, to obtain global existence.
Since several of our results will rely on energy estimates on solutions, we
will be therefore restricted to subcritical nonlinearities. Therefore, from
now on we will always assume the subcritical growth conditions above.
Also observe that L (0) bounds on the solutions imply, by means of
the variation of constants formula for (1.1), [3, 5], bounds on H 1 (0) or
even W s, q (0) for any q1 and s<1+1q, see [6, 9]. Conversely, since
solutions are classical for positive times, blow-up in L (0) implies also
blow-up in H1 (0). Therefore, with the growth assumptions on f and g
imposed above, for solutions of (1.1) that cease to exist, the L (0) and the
H1 (0) norms must become infinity simultaneously.
In what follows we will often use the next inequality: for every u # H1 (0)
and =>0, there exists a positive constant c= , such that
|
1
u2= |
0
|{u|2+c= |
0
u2. (2.3)
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3. NONLINEAR BALANCE: DISSIPATIVENESS
We first prove that if the nonlinear terms grow at most linearly at
infinity, then all solutions of (1.1) are globally defined.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that
lim sup
|s|   }
f (s)
s }< and lim sup|s|   }
g(s)
s }<. (3.1)
Then the solutions of (1.1) are globally defined.
Proof. From (3.1), it follows that there exists c1 , c2 , c3 , c40 such that
}|0 f (u) u }c1 |0 |u|2+c2 and } |1 g(u) u }c3 |1 |u|2+c4 . (3.2)
Now multiply (1.1) by u and integrate by parts to obtain
1
2
d
dt |0 u
2+d |
0
|{u|2+|
0
f (u) u+|
1
g(u) u=0 (3.3)
and then from (3.2) we have
1
2
d
dt |0 u
2+d |
0
|{u| 2c1 |
0
u2+c3 |
1
u2+c5
for c5=c2+c4 . Using (2.3) for small = and Gronwall’s lemma, we get that
&u(t)&L2(0) is bounded on finite time intervals.
Now we prove that solutions of (1.1) are bounded in H1 (0) for bounded
time intervals. For this observe that, by integration, from (3.1) we get for
some c6 , c7 , c8 , c90
|
0
|F(u)|c6 |
0
|u|2+c7 and |
1
|G(u)|c8 |
1
|u|2+c9 .
Using this and since from (2.1) and (2.2) we have V(u(t))V(u0), we
get for t0,
d
2 |0 |{u|
2c6 |
0
u2+c8 |
1
u2+c10
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where c10=c7+c9+V(u0). Using (2.3) for small enough =, we get that
|
0
|{u|2c11 |
0
u2+c12
for some positive constants c10 and c11 , and then the solutions are bounded
in H 1 (0) for bounded time intervals. K
Remark 3.1. This result holds for u0 in any space for which local
existence holds, [2]. The proof can be obtained using the corresponding
variation of constants formula, [2, 3, 5], rather than the energy estimate
as before.
Our next result implies that if one of the nonlinear terms is dissipative,
while the other one is moderately non dissipative, then the solutions of
(1.1) are global and moreover (1.1) has a global attractor in H1 (0).
Proposition 3.2. Assume that f and g satisfy one of the following condi-
tions
lim inf
|s|  
F(s)
|s|
>0 and lim inf
|s|  
G(s)>& (3.4)
or
lim inf
|s|  
F(s)>& and lim inf
|s|  
G(s)
|s|
>0. (3.5)
Then, the solutions of (1.1) are globally defined and bounded in H 1 (0). If
moreover f and g satisfy one of the following conditions
lim inf
|s|  
f (s) sign(s)>0 and lim inf
|s|  
g(s) s>& (3.6)
or
lim inf
|s|  
f (s) s>& and lim inf
|s|  
g(s) sign(s)>0 (3.7)
then the dynamical system defined by (1.1) in H1 (0) has a global attractor
A, and A=Wu (E), where E is the set of equilibria of (1.1).
Proof. From (2.1) and (2.2), if (3.4) is satisfied, we get
V(u0)V(u)
d
2 |0 |{u|
2+c1 |
0
|u|&c2
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for some constants c1>0 and c2 # R. Then we obtain that &{u&L2(0) and
&u&L1(0) are bounded in time. Since &{u&L2(0)+&u&L1(0) is a norm in
H1 (0) equivalent to the usual one, we get that the solution must be
bounded in H1 (0). On the other hand, if (3.5) holds, we get
V(u0)V(u)
d
2 |0 |{u|
2+c1 |
1
|u|&c2
and the we get same conclusion since &{u&L2(0)+&u&L1(1 ) is a norm in
H1 (0) equivalent to the usual one. Therefore, all solutions of (1.1) are
global and bounded.
Now to see the existence of a global compact attractor, we use the fact
that from the growth assumptions on f and g we have V(u)C(r) if
u # H 1 (0) with &u&r and it remains to show that the set of equilibria is
bounded in H 1 (0). To do this, take an equilibrium of (1.1) and multiply
in (1.1) by u and integrate by parts to get
d |
0
|{u|2+|
0
f (u) u+|
1
g(u) u=0. (3.8)
If (3.6) holds, we get
|
0
|{u|2+c1 |
0
|u|c2
while if (3.7) holds, we have
|
0
|{u|2+c1 |
1
|u|c2
for some c1 , c2>0 and in both cases the set of equilibria is bounded in
H1 (0). The rest follows from [13]. K
As an application of Proposition 3.4 we obtain, in the particular case of
power-like nonlinearities, that if both nonlinear terms are dissipative, then
(1.1) has a global attractor in H1 (0).
Corollary 3.1. Assume that
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf>0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s| q&1
=qcg>0
with p, q>0. Then the solutions of (1.1) are globally defined and bounded in
H1 (0). Moreover, the dynamical system defined by (1.1) in H1 (0) has a
global attractor A, and A=Wu (E), where E is the set of equilibria of (1.1).
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Proof. Note that for |s|>>1 we have
f (s)tcf |s| p&1 s, g(s)tcg |s|q&1 s, F(s)t
cf
p+1
|s| p+1,
and
G(s)t
cg
q+1
|s|q+1
and the proposition applies. K
Note however that Proposition 3.4 can not handle the case cf<0 or
cg<0 and p, q>0. Also note that the case 0<p, q<1 in the corollary is
not included in conditions (1.4), (1.5).
From now on, we will be only concerned with the situation in which
there is a real nonlinear competition between the nonlinear terms f and g.
Note that when handling the energy (2.1), to establish a balance between
the interior term and the boundary term, one encounters the difficulty that
one integral is on the boundary and the other is in the domain, which
make apriori unclear which is the dominant term. It turns out that there
is an easy way to establish the precise balance between diffusion, reaction
and nonlinear heat flux. For this, we will make use of the following version
of the Poincare inequality
Lemma 3.1. For 1p< there exists a constant c(0, p) such that for
every . # W1, p (0)
".&|1 ."L p(0)c(0, p) &{.&L p(0) ,
where 1 .= 1|1 | 1 ..
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that there exists some constant c such
that for every . # W1, p (0) such that 1 .=0 and &.&Lp(0)=1, we have
1c &{.&Lp(0) . As usual we proceed by contradiction. In the opposite case
there exist a sequence [.n]/W1, p (0) such that
|
1
.n=0, &.n &Lp(0)=1 and &{.n&L p(0)
1
n
.
If 1<p<, and taking subsequences if necessary, we have that .n  .
weakly in W1, p (0) and strongly in L p (0) and L p (1 ). From lower semi-
continuity we get &{.&L p(0)  lim infn&{.n&L p(0) = 0, and then . is
constant, but this contradicts that &.&L p(0)=1 and 1 .=0.
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For p=1 since W1, 1 (0)/L1 (0) is compact, and taking subsequences
if necessary, we can assume that .n  . strongly in L1 (0) and we get for
every , # D(0) and i=1, ..., N
|
0
.
,
xi
= lim
n   |0 .n
,
x i
= lim
n   |0 &
.n
x i
,=0,
which gives 0 .(,xi )=0 for all , # D(0) and i=1, ..., N, which implies
that {.=0 and then .=|0|&1. Consequently .n  |0|&1 strongly in
W1, 1 (0). By the trace theorem (see [1], page 114) the trace operator
#: W 1, 1 (0) w# L1 (1 ) is continuous, and then .n  . strongly in L1 (1 ).
In particular
0=|
1
.n  |
1
.=
|1 |
|0|
{0
and we get a contradiction. K
Remark 3.2. Note that in the case N=1 and 0=(0, L), we can com-
pute the best constant in Lemma 3.9 for p=1 and in fact c(0, 1)= L2 . To
see this, observe that we have ,(x)&,(0)=x0 ,$ and ,(L)&,(x)=
L
x ,$.
So, adding up, we get
,(x)&
,(0)+,(L)
2
=
1
2 \|
x
0
,$&|
L
x
,$+
and then by integration we have that
|
L
0 } ,(x)&
,(0)+,(L)
2 } dx
L
2 |
L
0
|,$(x)| dx.
Then we get that c(0, 1) L2 . To prove the reverse inequality, we take the
sequence of functions defined by ,r (x)=xr in [0, L], for r>0. Then we
have
|
L
0 } ,r (x)&
,r (0)+,r (L)
2 } dx=Lr+1 \
1
21r
&
1
(r+1) 21r
+
1
r+1
&
1
2+=crLr.
Since L0 |,$(x)| dx=L
r, we obtain that c(0, 1)cr which implies that
c(0, 1)limr  0 cr= L2 and then c(0, 1)=
L
2=
|0|
|1 | .
Then we have the following general balance conditions implying
dissipativity of (1.1). As mentioned before the conditions we give depend
only on the sign and the growth rate of f and g at infinity.
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Theorem 3.1. Let f (s) and g(s) be as above and assume there exists
= # (0, d2) such that
lim inf
|s|  
F(s)+
|1 |
|0|
G(s)&
c2 (0)
4=
g2 (s)
|s|
>0, (3.9)
where c(0)=c(0, 1) |1 ||0| and c(0, 1) is the constant in Lemma 3.9. Then the
solutions of (1.1) are globally defined and bounded in H1 (0).
Assume moreover that there exist = # (0, d ) such that
lim inf
|s|  
f (s) s+
|1 |
|0|
g(s) s&
c2 (0)
4=
(g$(s) s+ g(s))2
|s|
>0. (3.10)
Then the dynamical system defined by (1.1) in H1 (0) is dissipative and
has a global compact attractor A. Moreover A=W u (E), where E is the set
of equilibria of (1.1).
Proof. We write the energy (2.1) as
V(u)=
d
2 |0 |{u|
2+|
0 \F(u)+
|1 |
|0|
G(u)+&|1 ||0| |0 \G(u)&|1 G(u)+
(3.11)
and using Lemma 3.9 with p=1 and c(0)=c(0, 1) |1 ||0| we have
} |1 ||0| |0 \G(u)&|1 G(u)+}c(0) &{G(u)&L1(0)=c(0) &g(u) {u&L1(0)
= &{u&2L2(0)+
c2 (0)
4=
&g(u)&2L2(0) (3.12)
for every =>0, where we have used Ho lder and Young inequalities.
Therefore, if (3.9) holds for some = # (0, d2) then, we have from (3.11) and
(3.12)
V(u)\d2&=+ |0 |{u|2+c1 |0 |u|&c2 (3.13)
for some suitable positive constants c1 and c2 .
For the solutions of (1.1), from (2.2) and (3.13) we get that 0 |{u| 2
and 0 |u| remain bounded for t0. Therefore, since the norm
&{u&L2(0)+&u&L1(0) in H 1 (0) is equivalent to the usual one, we get that
solutions are globally defined and bounded in H1 (0).
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As in Proposition 3.4, to prove the existence of a global compact
attractor, it is sufficient to see that the set of equilibria is bounded in H1 (0).
For this, we now rewrite (3.8) as
d |
0
|{u|2+|
0 \ f (u) u+
|1 |
|0|
g(u) u+&|1 ||0| |0 \g(u) u&|1 g(u) u+=0
(3.14)
and Lemma 3.1 now gives, with p=1 and c(0)=c(0, 1) |1 ||0| ,
} |1 ||0| |0 \g(u) u&|1 g(u) u+}c(0) &{(g(u) u)&L1(0)
=c(0) &(g$(u) u+ g(u)) {u&L1(0) (3.15)
which can be bounded by
= &{u&2L2(0)+
c2 (0)
4=
&g$(u) u+ g(u)&2L2(0) . (3.16)
Since (3.10) holds for some = # (0, d ) then from (3.14)(3.16) we get
(d&=) |
0
|{u|2+c3 |
0
|u|c4 (3.17)
for suitable c3 , c4>0. With this we get that the set of equilibria is bounded
in H1 (0). K
Note that in contrast with (1.4)(1.5) the balance conditions (3.9) and
(3.10) express a truly nonlinear competition between diffusion, reaction
and nonlinear flux.
To illustrate the applicability of Theorem 3.1 now we particularize to the
interesting case of power-like nonlinearities. First we consider the case of
internal dissipation and we have
Corollary 3.2. Assume
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf>0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s| q&1
=qcg<0
for some p, q>0, and c(0) is like in the Theorem.
(i) If p+1>max[q+1, 2q] then (3.9) and (3.10) are satisfied and
Theorem 3.1 applies.
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(ii) If q>1, p+1=2q and
dcf>c2 (0) c2g q
then the dynamical system defined by (1.1) in H1 (0) is dissipative and has
a global compact attractor.
(iii) If q=1= p and
d \cf+ |1 ||0| cg+>c2 (0) c2g
then (3.9) and (3.10) hold true and Theorem 3.1 applies.
(iv) If 0<q<1, p=q and
cf+
|1 |
|0|
cg>0
then (3.9) and (3.10) hold true and Theorem 3.1 applies.
Proof. From the assumptions it is clear that the leading terms for
|s|>>1 are
f (s)tcf |s| p&1 s, and g(s)tcg |s|q&1 s.
Therefore,
F(s)t
cf
p+1
|s| p+1, G(s)t
cg
q+1
|s|q+1 and g$(s)tqcg |s|q&1,
so the leading terms in (3.9) are
cf
p+1
|s| p+1+
|1 |
|0|
cg
q+1
|s|q+1&
c2 (0)
4=
c2g |s|
2q, = # \0, d2+ (3.18)
and in (3.10) they are
cf |s| p+1+
|1 |
|0|
cg |s|q+1&
c2 (0)
4=
(q+1)2 c2g |s|
2q, = # (0, d ) (3.19)
Using this, we have
(i) When p+1>max[2q, q+1] then the coefficients of the highest
order terms in (3.18) and (3.19) are cf (p+1) and cf respectively, which
are strictly positive. Therefore (3.9) and (3.10) are satisfied.
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(ii) If q>1 and 2q= p+1, then the coefficient of the highest order
term in (3.18) is ((cf (p+1)&(c(0)24=) c2g) which is positive for some
= # (0, d2) iff dcf>qc(0)
2 c2g . Then condition (3.9) is satisfied. In (3.19)
however, the coefficient of the highest order term is cf &(c(0)24=)
(q+1)2 c2g which is positive for some = # (0, d) iff 4 dcf>c(0)
2 c2g(q+1)
2.
In such a case (3.10) is satisfied. Note that this condition is much more
restrictive than the previous one for large q.
We show now that in fact only the condition dcf>qc2 (0) c2g is necessary.
This will be possible due to the special power-like structure of nonlinear
terms.
For this we claim that the set of functions in H1 (0) satisfying an
inequality of the form
d |
0
|{.|2+A |
0
|.| p+1&B |
1
|.|q+1C
with A, B, C>0 and p+1=2q, is bounded in H1 (0) provided
4dA>c(0)2 B2 (q+1)2. (3.20)
Assumed this for a moment, consider an equilibrium solution of (1.1),
that is satisfying
{
&d 2u+ f (u)=0 in 0
(3.21)u
n
+ g(u)=0 on 1.
Multiplying by |u|q&1 u and integrating in 0, we get
4dq
(q+1)2 |0 |{ |u|
(q+1)2 |2+|
0
f (u) |u| q&1 u+|
1
g(u) |u| q&1 u=0.
Then, using the growth conditions on f and g and cf>0, cg<0, we get
4dq
(q+1)2 |0 |{ |u|
(q+1)2 |2+c$f |
0
|u| p+q&c$g |
1
|u|2qC (3.22)
for any c$f , c$g such that 0<c$f <cf and c$g >|cg | and some positive constant
C. Taking v=|u| (q+1)2, we get
d* |
0
|{v|2+c$f |
0
|v| p*+1&c$g |
1
|v|q*+1C
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with p*+1= 2( p+q)q+1 , q*+1=
4q
q+1 and d*=
4dq
(q+1)2 . Since p*+1=2q*, then
using (3.20) we get that the set [v=|u| (q+1)2, u solution of (3.21)] is
bounded in H1 (0) if 4d*c$f >c(0)2 c$g (q*+1)2. The constants c$f , c$g can
be chosen satisfying this condition iff dcf>c(0)2 c2gq.
Now we prove that the set of equilibria of (1.1) is bounded in H1 (0).
Multiplying (3.21) by u and arguing as for (3.22) we get
d |
0
|{u|2+c$f |
0
|u| p+1&c$g |
1
|u|q+1C (3.23)
for any 0 < c$f < cf and c$g > |cg | and some C  0. Since |u| (q+1)2 is
bounded in H1 (0) then |u| (q+1)2 is bounded in L2 (1 ) and then from
(3.23) u is bounded in H1 (0).
Therefore it only remains to prove our claim. Note that we can rewrite
the condition on . as
d |
0
|{.|2+|
0 \A |.| p+1+B
|1 |
|0|
|.| q+1+
&B
|1 |
|0| |0 \ |.| q+1&|1 |.|q+1+C.
Then Lemma 3.1 gives, with p=1 and c(0)=c(0, 1) |1 ||0| ,
}B |1 ||0| |0 \ |.|q+1&|1 |.| q+1+}
Bc(0) &{( |.|q+1)&L1(0)=c(0) B(q+1) & |.|q {.&L1(0)
which can be bounded by
= &{.&2L2(0)+
c2 (0) B2 (q+1)2
4= |0 |.|
2q.
Since p+1=2q, we can take 0<=<d and the integral term 0 |.| p+1 still
has a positive coefficient provided (3.20) is satisfied. In such a case we get
(d&=) |
0
|{.|2+c1 |
0
|.| p+1c2
for suitable c1 , c2>0 and the claim is proved.
(iii) In this case, all the terms are of the same order, and then
the coefficients of the leading terms in (3.18) and (3.19) are
1
2 (cf+
|1 |
|0| cg&(c(0)
22=) c2g) and cf+
|1 |
|0| cg&(c(0)
2=) c2g respectively. From
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the assumptions, we have that both coefficients are positive for some = and
we get the result.
(iv) Now, the coefficients of the highest order terms in (3.18) and in
(3.19) are respectively 1p+1 (cf +
|1 |
|0| cg) and cf +
|1 |
|0| cg and then the result
follows. K
Remark 3.3. Note that for the case considered in [11] where d=1,
f (s)=cf s p, g(s)=&sq and in the one dimensional case with 0=(0, L), if
p+1=2q we obtain, using c(0, 1)= L2 , that the solutions are globally
defined and bounded in H1 (0) for cf>q. So, we recover the result in [11].
Now we particularize Theorem 3.1 for the case of power-like non-
linearities, but in the case of boundary dissipation.
Corollary 3.3. Assume
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf <0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s|q&1
=qcg>0.
If either
(i) 0<q1 and q>p
(ii) 0<q<1, q= p and
cf +
|1 |
|0|
cg>0
or
(iii) p=q=1 and
d \cf +|1 ||0| cg+>c2 (0) c2g
then the dynamical system defined by (1.1) is dissipative in H1 (0) and has
a global compact attractor A. Moreover A=Wu (E), where E is the set of
equilibria of (1.1).
Proof. In the same way as in the previous Corollary, we obtain the
results by comparing the coefficients of highest order terms in (3.18) and
(3.19).
(i) If 0<p<q<1 the coefficients of the highest order terms in
(3.18) and (3.19) are |1 ||0|
cg
q+1 and
|1 |
|0| cg respectively, which are positive.
Therefore (3.9) and (3.10) are satisfied and Theorem 3.9 applies. If
0<p<q=1, then we would need d |1 ||0|>c(0)
2 cg for the leading terms in
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(3.18) and (3.19) to be positive for some =. This is not an optimal result
since we can prove the result without any restriction on the coefficients of
f and g. To see this, we use the growth of f and g and cf<0, cg>0 in the
energy (2.1) and we get in (2.2)
d
2 |0 |{u|
2&
c$f
p+1 |0 |u|
p+1+
c$g
2 |1 |u|
2C (3.24)
for t0, where C is a positive constant, c$f >|cf | and 0<c$g <cg . Since
p<1, for each =>0, there exists a positive constant c(=) such that
|
0
|u| p+1= |
0
|u|2+c(=). (3.25)
Since &{u&L2(0)+&u&L2(1 ) is a norm on H1 (0) equivalent to the usual one,
there exists a constant c1 such that
|
0
|u|2c1 \|0 |{u|2+|1 |u|2+ .
Using this with (3.25) in (3.24), we get, for sufficiently small =
c2 |
0
|{u|2+c3 |
1
|u|2c4 for all t0
and then all the solutions of (1.1) are bounded in H1 (0).
To prove that the dynamical system has a global and compact attractor
A, as in Theorem 3.1, it suffices to prove that the set of equilibria is bounded
in H1 (0). But from (3.8) we obtain that the equilibria satisfy an inequality
similar to (3.24). Proceeding as before we obtain the result.
(ii) In this case the highest order terms in (3.18) and (3.19) have
coefficients cf ( p+1)+
|1 |
|0| cg(q+1) and cf+
|1 |
|0| cg respectively which are
positive iff cf+
|1 |
|0| cg>0 and then Theorem 3.1 applies.
(iii) Proceeding as in (ii), the highest order terms in (3.18) and (3.19)
have a positive coefficient iff d(cf+
|1 |
|0| cg)>c
2 (0) c2g , and Theorem 3.1
applies. K
Observe that in the argument above the dissipative boundary term can
compensate the nondissipative interior term only in the case of sublinear
growth. In the next section we will show that this is actually the case by
showing that when the non dissipative interior term is superlinear there
always exist blowingup solutions, regardless of the dissipative boundary
term.
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To end this section we give a global existence theorem. The proof will be
given in the next section in which we will introduce super and sub solutions
techniques. This result applies when either f and g have the good sign or,
in the opposite case, when they have a slow growth at infinity. As will be
shown in the next section when either nonlinear term has a bad sign and
a fast growth at infinity then solutions blow up in finite time, see Theorem
4.2 below.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that there exist some strictly positive non-decreas-
ing function H and a constant s0 such that
H(s)& g(s) for ss0 and |
 dr
H(r)
=
and let k=& |1 ||0| .
Then there exists a constant L=L(0, d ) such that if there exists some
positive and nondecreasing function H* such that
H*(s)LH$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
&k for ss0 and |
 dr
H*(r) H(r)
=,
then for any solution of (1.1) with initial data in L (0) & H1 (0) there
exists a positive function u such that u # C([0, )_0 ) and u(t, x)u (t, x)
for all x # 0 and for as long as u exists.
Under the same assumptions, if u0 # H 1 (0), then for any t0>0 there
exists a positive function u # C([t0 , )_0 ) such that u(t, x)u (t, x) for all
x # 0 and for as long as u exists.
The next corollary gives a symmetric result of the last theorem
Corollary 3.4. Assume that there exist a negative and non-decreasing
function J and a constant s0 such that
J(s) & g(s) for ss0 and |
&
dr
J(r)
=&
and let k=& |1 ||0| . Assume moreover that there exists a negative and
non-decreasing function J* such that
J*(s)&LJ$(s)+
f (s)
J(s)
+k for ss0
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and
|
&
dr
J*(r) J(r)
=+,
where L=L(0, d ) is as in the theorem.
Then for any solution of (1.1) with initial data in L (0) & H1 (0) there
exists a negative function u

such that u

# C([0, )_0 ) and u(t, x)u

(t, x)
for all x # 0 and for as long as u exists.
Under the same assumptions, if u0 # H 1 (0), then for any t0>0 there
exists a negative function u

# C([t0 , )_0 ) such that u(t, x)u
(t, x) for
all x # 0 and for as long as u exists.
Proof. Using the theorem on the equation satisfied by &u, we get the
result. K
Using these results we can prove
Corollary 3.5. Assume that f and g satisfy the conditions of Theorem
3.2 and Corollary 3.4. Then any solution of (1.1) with initial data u0 # H1 (0)
is globally defined.
Proof. Take u0 # H1 (0) and let u(t, x) be the local solution of (1.1)
with initial data u0 . Then for sufficiently small t0>0, u(t0 , } ) # L (0)
& H1 (0). Applying Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4 we get that the L (0)
norm is bounded on bounded intervals. Using the variation of constants
formula we get from this that the H1(0) norm is bounded in finite time inter-
vals and therefore the solution is global; see for example [9] and [6]. K
To illustrate the scope of these results we give the following corollary in
which g is above some linear function with negative slope and f is above
a function slowly tending to minus infinity, as s  .
Corollary 3.6. Assume that f and g satisfy
lim inf
s  +
f (s)
s(ln s) p
>&, lim inf
s  +
g(s)
s
>&
with 0p1. Then Theorem 3.2 applies.
Proof. We take H(s)=cs where c is a sufficiently large positive con-
stant. We have then LH$(s)& f (s)H(s)&k=Lc&
f (s)
cs &k. Then it is sufficient to
take H*(s)=c*(ln s) p, where c* is a sufficiently large positive constant and
Theorem 3.2 applies. K
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For nonlinear terms g that may tend faster than linear to minus infinity,
as s  , we have the following result in which g is now above a function
slowly tending to minus infinity and f is not too large and negative com-
pared to g.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that
&<lim inf
s  +
f (s)
s(ln s)2q
=cf, &<lim inf
s  +
g(s)
s(ln s)q
=cg<0 (3.26)
with 0q1.
Assume either
(i) cf >Lc2g ,
(ii) cf Lc2g and q
1
2 , where L is the constant in Theorem 3.2.
Then Theorem 3.2 applies.
Proof. We take H(s)=( |cg |+’) s(ln s)q for some ’>0 and then, since
0q1, we have  drH(r)=. On the other hand we have
LH$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
&k=L( |cg |+’)(ln s)q+L( |cg |+’) q(ln s)q&1
&
f (s)
( |cg |+’) s(ln s)q
+
|1 |
|0|
. (3.27)
From the assumptions, we have that for any A<cf , f (s)>As(ln s)2q for
large s. Therefore, for large s, (3.27) is bounded above by (L( |cg |+’)&
(A( |cg |+’)))(ln s)q and then
(i) In this case, the coefficient L( |cg |+’)&(A( |cg |+’)) is negative
for some ’>0 and some A<cf and then we take H*(s)=c* for some
positive constant and Theorem 3.2 applies.
(ii) In this case, the coefficient L( |cg |+’)&(A( |cg |+’)) is positive
for all ’>0 and A<cf . We take then H*(s)=c(ln s)q and Theorem 3.2
applies since q 12 . K
As will be shown in the next section, when the growth of f or g is faster
than in these corollaries, then some solution blow up in finite time; see
Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries.
4. BLOW-UP OF SOLUTIONS
Now we give conditions on nonlinearities and on the initial data that
ensure that the solution of (1.1) blows up in finite time.
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First, we will obtain some results using energy methods. With this
technique we will prove that some solutions of (1.1) must cease to exist in
finite time, since otherwise the L2 (0) norm must become infinite in finite
time.
Later on some other results are obtained using subsolution techniques.
In this case we will construct suitable subsolutions of (1.1) that become
infintite in finte time at some points of 0 .
The following result gives some general condition on f, g and the initial
data implying blow up of solutions. Again the conditions are related to the
sign and the growth of f and g at infinity.
Theorem 4.1.
(i) Assume that f and g satisfy
lim inf
|s|  
:F(s)& f (s) s
|s|m
=af>0 (4.1)
lim inf
|s|  
:G(s)& g(s) s
|s|n
=ag>&, (4.2)
where m, n and : satisfy one of the following conditions
(i.1) m>2, n=0 and :2
(i.2) m>2, 0<n2 and :>2
(i.3) m=2, 0n<2 and :>2
(i.4) m=2, n=2, :>2 and af>c for some constant c=
c(0, d, :, ag)>0.
(ii) Alternatively, assume that f and g satisfy
lim inf
|s|  
:F(s)& f (s) s
|s|m
=af>& (4.3)
lim inf
|s|  
:G(s)& g(s)
|s|n
=ag>0, (4.4)
where m, n and : satisfy one of the following conditions
(ii.1) 0m<2, n2 and :>2.
(ii.2) m=2, n2, :>2 and af>c for some constant c=
c(0, d, :, ag) if n=2 or c=&
*1
d((:2)&1) , where *1 is the first eigenvalue of
&2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions, if n>2.
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Then, in each case, there exist constants C=C(m, n, :) and D=
D(m, n, :) such that for any initial data u0 # H1 (0) such that
C \|0 |u0 | 2+
;
>:V(u0)+D, (4.5)
with ;= m2 in case (i) and ;=1 in case (ii), the solution of (1.1) blows up in
finite time.
Proof. Like in (3.3), multiply (1.1) by u and integrate by parts to
obtain
1
2
d
dt |0 u
2+d |
0
|{u|2+|
0
f (u) u+|
1
g(u) u=0
which can be rewritten, using the energy V in (2.1), as
1
2
d
dt |0 u
2+:V(u(t))+d \1&:2+ |0 |{u| 2+|0 ( f (u) u&:F(u))
+|
1
(g(u) u&:G(u))=0.
Using (2.2), for t0, we get
1
2
d
dt |0 u
2=: |
t
0
&ut &2+d \:2&1+ |0 |{u|2+|0 (:F(u)& f (u) u)
(:G(u)& g(u) u)&:V(u0). (4.6)
Now we give the proof of each separate case.
(i) From (4.1) and (4.2) we get
|
0
(:F(u)& f (u) u)a$f |
0
|u|m&c1 , (4.7)
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)a$g |
1
|u|n&c2 (4.8)
for any 0<a$f <af and a$g <ag and some c1 , c20.
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(i.1) Using (4.7) with m>2 and (4.8) with n=0 and :2 in (4.6),
we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+d \:2&1+ |0 |{u|2+a$f |0 |u| m&c3&:V(u0)
for some positive constant c3 . Using Ho lder’s inequality, we get
a$f |
0
|u|ma$f |0|2(2&m) \|0 |u|2+
m2
(4.9)
and therefore, we get that y(t)=0 |u(t)| 2 satisfies
{
1
2 y$(t)Cy
m2 (t)&(D+:V(u0))=H( y(t))
y(0)=0 u
2
0= y0 ,
(4.10)
with C = a$f |0| 2(2&m) and D = c3 . Therefore (4.5) is equivalent to
H( y0)>0 and, in such a case, we get that y(t) is increasing while it exists.
If the solution of (1.1) exists for all times then, since m>2, (4.10) implies
that y(t) must become infinite in finite time, which is a contradiction. There-
fore, u blows up in finite time.
(i.2) Since in this case n2, there exists some positive constants c3
and c4 such that |a$g | |s|nc3 |s|2+c4 . Then using this and (2.3) we get in
(4.8)
|a$g | |
1
|u| nc3 |
1
|u| 2+c4 |1 |= |
0
|{u| 2+c= |
0
|u|2+c4 |1 |
for any =>0. Using this, (4.7) with m>2 and (4.9) in (4.6), we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+\d \:2&1+&=+ |0 |{u| 2
+a$f |0| 2(2&m) \|0 |u|2+
m2
&c= |
0
|u| 2&c5&:V(u0).
Since m>2 and :>2, we can take = sufficiently small such that
d( :2&1)&=>0 and then there exist positive constants c6 and c7 such that
a$f |0|2(2&m) \|0 |u|2+
m2
&c= |
0
|u|2c6 \|0 |u|2+
m2
&c7
taking C=c6 and D=c5+c7 , we get that y(t)=0 |u|2 satisfies (4.10) and,
as above, we get that, for any initial data satisfying (4.5), the solution of
(1.1) blows up in finite time.
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(i.3) Since n<2 and using (4.8), we get that for every ’>0 there
exists c’>0 such that
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)&’ |
1
|u| 2&c’ ,
while from (2.3), we get
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)&’= |
0
|{u|2&’c= |
0
|u|2&c’ .
Using this and (4.7) with m=2 in (4.6), we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+\d \:2&1+&’=+ |0 |{u| 2
+(a$f &’c=) |
0
|u|2&c’&c1&:V(u0)
Now we take ’ and = small enough such that d( :2&1)&’=0, and
a$f &’c==C>0 and therefore y(t)=0 |u| 2 satisfies
1
2
y$(t): |
t
0
&ut &2+Cy(t)&D&:V(u0)=: |
t
0
&ut&2+H( y(t)) (4.11)
with D=c’+c1 . In particular,
{
1
2 y$(t)Cy(t)&(D+:V(u0))=H( y(t))
y(0)=0 u
2
0= y0 .
Hence, if H( y(0))>0, which is equivalent to (4.5), then H( y(t))>0 for all
t and y(t)=0 |u| 2 grows at least exponentially. Now, assume that the
solution is defined for all t>0, then following the argument in [10, 11,
19], we get from (4.11)
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
|
0
u2t
and denoting M(t)=t0 0 |u|
2 we have
M"(t)2: |
t
0
|
0
u2t .
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We multiply this expression by M(t) and use Ho lder inequality, to get
M(t) M"(t)
:
2
(M$(t)&M$(0))2.
Now, since M$(t)  + as t  +, and :>2, we get that for some small
= and large t
M(t) M"(t)\:2&=+ (M$(t))2.
which gives that M&(:2)+=+1 (t) is concave for large t and this is
impossible since M&(:2)+=+1 (t)  0 as t  , and M&(:2)+=+1 (t)>0.
Hence the solution must blow up in finite time.
(i.4) For n=2, we get from (4.8) and (2.3)
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)&|a$g | = |
0
|{u| 2&|a$g | c=|
0
|u|2&c2
for any =>0. Using this and (4.7), with m=2, in (4.6) we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+\d \:2&1+&= |a$g |+ |0 |{u|2
+(a$f &c= |a$g | ) |
0
|u|2&D&:V(u0)
with D=c1+c2 . Now it turns out that there exists some constant
c=c(0, d, :, ag) such that if af>c then we can choose =, a$f and a$g such
that d ( :2&1)&= |a$g |0 and a$f&c= |a$g |>0. Then get that y(t)=0 |u(t)|
2
satisfies (4.11) with C=a$f &c= |a$g | and D=c1+c2 . Therefore, as above, if
the initial data satisfies (4.5) then the solution blows up in finite time.
(ii) From (4.3) and (4.4), we get
|
0
(:F(u)& f (u) u)a$f |
0
|u| m&c1 , (4.12)
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)a$g |
1
|u|n&c2 (4.13)
for any 0<a$g <ag , a$f <af and some c1 , c20.
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(ii.1) Since m<2, then for any =>0 there exists c3=c3 (=) such
that |a$f | |s|m= |s|2&c3 and then
|
0
(:F(u)& f (u) u)&= |
0
|u|2&c3 |0|&c1
On the other hand, since n2, for some ag">0 and c40 we have
|
1
(:G(u)& g(u) u)ag" |
1
|u|2&c4 . (4.14)
Using these in (4.6), we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+d \:2&1+ |0 |{u| 2
&= |
0
|u|2+ag" |
1
|u| 2&D&:V(u0)
with D=c1+c3 |0|+c4 . Now, since &{u&L2(0)+&u&L2(1 ) is a norm of
H1 (0) equivalent to the usual one and since :>2, then there exists some
constant c5>0 such that
d \:2&1+ |0 |{u|2+ag" |1 |u| 2c5 |0 |u| 2 (4.15)
for any u # H1 (0), which gives that, choosing sufficiently small =, that
y(t)=0 |u|2 satisfies (4.11) with C=c5&=>0. As before, all solutions of
(1.1) satisfying H( y(0))>0, i.e satisfying (4.5), blow up in finite time.
(ii.2) In this case, we have (4.12) with m=2 and (4.14) with a"g=a$g
if n=2 or with arbitrarily large a"g if n>2. Using these in (4.6) we get
1
2
d
dt |0 |u|
2: |
t
0
&ut&2+d \:2&1+ |0 |{u| 2
+a$f |
0
|u| 2+ag" |
1
|u| 2&D&:V(u0)
with D=c1+c2 . Now the best constant c5 in (4.15) is the first eigenvalue,
*>0, of the eigenvalue problem
{&d \
:
2
&1+ 2u=*u in 0
d \:2&1+
u
n
+ag"u=0 on 1
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and therefore if a$f +*>0 then (4.11) is satisfied for some C>0 and then
all solutions of (1.1) satisfying H( y(0))>0 blow up in finite time.
If n=2 the conditions above are fulfilled if af>c=c(d, 0, :, ag). On the
other hand, if n>2, we have that a"g can be taken arbitrarily large and as
a"g   one has that *  &
*1
d((:2)&1) , where *1 is the first eigenvalue of &2
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, see [9]. Then the conditions above are
fulfilled if af>&
*1
d((:2)&1) and the proof is complete. K
Remark 4.1. Observe that from (4.5), (4.10) and (4.11), if for each
initial data u0 # H1 (0) we define R=R(u0) as the solution of CR;=
[:V(u0)+D]+ , with ; as in (4.5), then if the solution of (1.1) leaves the
ball in L2 (0) of radius R in finite time, then it blows up in finite time. Note
that R=0 for initial data with sufficiently negative energy.
Again we particularize to the case of power-like nonlinearities, and
we get the following corollary which gives some cases in which the non-
dissipative term produces blow-up.
Corollary 4.1.
(i) Assume we have internal dissipation, that is,
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf>0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s| q&1
=qcg<0.
If q>p>0 and q>1, then there exist solutions that blow up in finite time.
(ii) Assume that we have boundary dissipation, that is,
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf<0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s| q&1
=qcg>0.
If p>q>0 and p>1, then there exist solutions of (1.1) that blow up in finite
time.
(iii) Assume now that there is no dissipation, that is,
lim
|s|  
f $(s)
|s| p&1
= pcf<0, lim
|s|  
g$(s)
|s| q&1
=qcg<0.
If p>1 or q>1, then there exist solutions that blow up in finite time.
Moreover, in either case, for every .0 # H 1 (0), with .0 {0 on 1 in case
(i), there exists r0>0 such that for every r>r0 , the solution of (1.1) starting
at u0=r.0 blows up in finite time.
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Proof. (i) In this case we have, for large |s|,
:F(s)& f (s) st\ :p+1&1+ cf |s| p+1
and
:G(s)& g(s) st\1& :q+1+ |cg | |s|q+1.
If p>1, we take m= p+1, n=0 and :>2 such that q+1>:>p+1 and
condition (i.1) holds. If p=1, then we take m=2, n=0 and :>2 such that
q+1>:>2, and condition (i.3) holds. If p<1, then we take m= p+1,
n=q+1 and q+1>:>2 and condition (ii.1) holds. Also for .0 # H1 (0)
with .0 {0 on 1 and r # R+, we have
V(r.0)t
dr2
2 |0 |{.0 |
2+cf |r| p+1 |
0
|.0 | p+1
&|cg | |r| q+1 |
1
|.0 | q+1  &,
as |r|  + since q>1 and q>p. Then (4.5) is satisfied for u0=r.0 .
(ii) Now
:F(s)& f (s) st\1& :p+1+ |cf | |s| p+1
and
:G(s)& g(s) st\ :q+1&1+ cg |s|q+1.
Then taking m= p+1, n=0 and :>2 such that p+1>:>q+1, condi-
tion i.1) holds. Also, for any .0 # H1 (0) we have
V(r.0)t
dr2
2 |0 |{.0 |
2&|cf | |r| p+1 |
0
|.0 | p+1
+cg |r|q+1 |
1
|.0 | q+1  &,
as |r|  +, since p>1 and p>q. Then (4.5) is satisfied for u0=r.0 .
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(iii) In this case, for large |s|,
:F(s)& f (s) st\1& :p+1+ |cf | |s| p+1
and
:G(s)& g(s) st \1& :q+1+ |cg | |s|q+1.
If p>1 and q>1, we take m= p+1, n=0 and :>2 such that
p+1, q+1>:, and condition (i.1) holds. If p>1 and q1, we take
m= p+1, n=q+1, and :>2 such that p+1>:>2 and condition (i.2)
holds. If p<1 and q>1 then we take m= p+1<2, n=q+1>2 and
2<:<q+1 and condition (ii.1) applies. If p=1 and q>1, we take
m= p+1=2, n=q+1>2 and 2<:<q+1 sufficiently close to 2, such
that (1& :2)|cf |+
*1
d((:2)&1)>0, where *1 is the first eigenvalue of &2 with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and then condition (ii.2) holds.
Now for any .0 # H 10(0)
V(r.0)t
dr2
2 |0 |{.0 |
2&|cf | |r| p+1 |
0
|.0 | p+1
&|cg | |r| q+1 |
1
|.0 | q+1  &,
as |r|  +, since in either case p>1 or q>1. Then condition (4.5) holds
for u0=r.0 . K
In the following theorem, we will construct subsolutions which become
unbounded at some points of the boundary of 0 in finite time. This con-
struction was basically introduced in [25], for f =0, and later used in
[26]. First, we will give a definition of subsolution and some comparison
results that we will use in the next theorems.
Definition 4.1. A function v: 0_(0, T )  R, is a supersolution of (1.1)
if it satisfies
vt&d 2v+ f (v)0 in 0
d
v
n
+ g(v)0 on 1 (4.16)
v(0)u0 in 0
Similarly, we define a subsolution by reversing the inequalities in (4.16)
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We then have, see [6], [22]
Lemma 4.1. If u is the solution of (1.1) with initial value u0 and if v and
v$ are super and subsolution of (1.1) respectively, in the sense defined before,
then
v$(t, x)u(t, x)v(t, x)
for every x # 0 and for as long as they exist.
In particular if f (0)0 and g(0)0 then v=0 is a subsolution of (1.1)
and then if u00, the solution of (1.1) satisfies u(x, t)0 for as long as it
exists.
Now we give a result in which the nondissipative terms produce blow-up
in finite time. This result applies when f or g have bad sign and grow fast
at infinity. This Theorem represents the counterpart of Theorem 3.2 and for
the particular case of power-like nonlinearities will give us the answer for
the complementary cases of Corollary 3.2.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that there exist some positive and non-decreasing
function H, and some positive constant s0 such that 0<H(s)& g(s) for
ss0 . Assume that there exists some positive and non-decreasing function
H* such that
0<H*(s)
1
d
H$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
for ss0
and
|
 dr
H*(r) H(r)
<.
Then, all solutions of (1.1) with initial data satisfying minx # 0 u0 (x)>s0
blow up in finite.
Proof. Let u(t, x) be a solution of (1.1) such that minx # 0 u(0, x)>s0 .
Given x0 # co(0) & 1, where co(0) is the boundary of the closed convex
hull of 0, we will construct a subsolution of the form u

(t, x)=
($(t)+h(x)), where the scalar functions  and $, and the function h on
0 are functions to be defined below, such that u

blows up in finite time at
the point x0 and u
u.
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From the choice of x0 , there exists some vector # # RN such that |# |=1
and # .(x&x0)0 for all x # 0 . In fact we have #=n (x0). Then we define
h(x)= 1d (# .x&minx # 0 # .x) in 0 and then h is positive on 0 and has a
maximum at x0 .
Let  be a solution of
{$(s)=H((s))(0)>s0 (4.17)
and $ the solution of
{$$(t)=H*(($(t)))$(0)=0.
Thus  and $ are positive, increasing and convex functions. From this, we
obtain that u

(t, x)=($(t)+h(x))(0)>s0 wherever it is defined.
First, we assume that that u

is well defined in some interval of time and
then we prove that it is a subsolution. First, we have on 1
d
u

n
+ g(u

)=dH(u

)
h
n
+ g(u

)H(u

) |# .n |+ g(u

)
H(u

)+ g(u

)0
since u

s0 .
On the other hand, we have in 0
u
 t
&d 2u

+ f (u

)=H(u

) $$(t)&
1
d
H$(u

) H(u

)+ f (u

)
=H(u

) \H*(($(t)))&1d H$(u )+
f (u

)
H(u

)+ ,
where we used |{h|= 1d and 2h=0. Since H* and  are increasing and h
is positive, then H*(($(t)))H*(u

) and
u
 t
&d 2u

+ f (u

)H(u

) \H*(u )&
1
d
H$(u

)+
f (u

)
H(u

)+0
and therefore u

is a subsolution of (1.1) with u

(0, x)=(h(x)).
Changing variables as s=(r) we get  dr(H*((r)))= ds(H*(s)
H(s))< and then $(t) blows up in finite time. Consequently u

blows up
in finite time at x0 since by construction  is unbounded, u
(t, } ) has a
maximum in x0 for all t0 and u
(t, x0)=($(t)+h(x0)).
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It remains to show that  can be taken such that u

(x, t) is well defined
for x # 0 and some interval of time and u

(0, x)u0 (x). From the con-
tinuity of , h and $, it is sufficient to prove that taking s*=minx # 0 u0 (x),
then for some choice of (0)>s0 in (4.17), we have
u

(0, x)max
x # 0
u

(0, x)=(h0)s*=min
x # 0
u0 (x)u0 (x) in 0
where h0=h(x0)=maxx # 0 h(x). For this, we can modify H in the interval
(s0 , s*) as follows, leaving H* unchanged. Let H1 be a C1 function such
that
H1 (s)=H(s), ss*
{&H$1 (s) H1 (s)&H$(s) H(s), ss0 (4.18)H1 (s0)=0.
By integration in (s0 , s*), we easily get that H1 (s)H(s)& g(s) for
all ss0 . Moreover, from the second inequality in (4.19) we get
1
dH$1 (s) H1 (s)& f (s)
1
dH$(s) H(s)& f (s) for ss0 , and since 0H1 (s)
H(s) for ss0 we get that 1d H$1 (s)&( f (s)H1 (s))H*(s), and then H1
and H* satisfy the assumptions of the Theorem.
Now we take (s) the solution of
{$(s)=H1 ((s))(h0)=s*.
Since H1 (s0)=0, then  is positive, increasing and lims  & (s)=s0 .
Thus we get (0)>s0 and  satisfies (4.17) and the proof is complete. K
Now we give a symmetric result of the last theorem.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that there exist some negative and non-decreasing
function J and some negative constant s0 such that 0>J(s)& g(s) for ss0 .
Assume that there exists some negative and non-decreasing function J* such
that
0>J*(s) &
1
d
J$(s)+
f (s)
J(s)
for ss0
|
&
dr
J*(r) J(r)
<+.
Then, all solutions of (1.1) satisfying maxx # 0 u0 (x)<s0 blow up in finite
time.
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Proof. Using the Theorem 4.2 on the equation satisfied by &u we get
the result. K
Particularizing for the case of power-like nonlinearities, we have the
following result in which the nondissipative term on the boundary, g,
produces blow-up. This result improves Corollary 4.1 and complements
Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 4.3. Assume that
lim sup
s  +
f (s)
s p
=cf <, lim sup
s  +
g(s)
sq
=cg<0,
with q>1. If either
(i) 2q>p+1
(ii) 2q= p+1 and qc2g>dcf
then, there exist solutions of (1.1) that blow up in finite time.
Proof. We take, for sufficiently small ’>0, H(s)=(|cg |&’) sq, and
then we have for any A>cf and large s, f (s)s p<A and then
1
dH$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
q
d ( |cg |&’) s
q&1&A |cg |&’ s p&q.
(i) If p+1<2q, we take H*(s)=c*sq&1 for some c*>0, and since
q>1 we have  drH*(r) H(r)< and Theorem 4.2 applies.
(ii) If p+1=2q then 1d H$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)(
q
d ( |cg |&’)&A|cg |&’) s
q&1
and A and ’>0 can be cosen such that the coefficient is positive iff
qc2g>dcf . Then we choose again H*(s)=c*s
q&1 and Theorem 4.2
applies. K
Remark 4.2. Observe that in the case considered [11], where
f (s)=cf s p, g(s)=&sq and d=1, and in the one-dimensional case with
0=(0, L) the result above gives blow-up of solutions if 2q>p+1 or
2q= p+1 and cf <q. Observe that this is an optimal case since we proved
in Section 3 that solution are globally defined and bounded for 2q<p+1
or 2q= p+1 and cf>q. See Corollary 3.2. Also, with this we recover the
result in [11] for the one-dimensional case.
In the following result the nondissipative term in the interior, f, is the
one producing blow-up. Observe that f has a slow growth at infinity and
bad sign and g is nondissipative. Also this corollary is the counterpart of
Corollary 3.6.
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Corollary 4.4. Assume that
lim sup
s  
f (s)
s(ln s) p
=cf <0, lim sup
s  
g(s)<0
with p>1. Then there exist solutions of (1.1) that blow up in finite time.
Proof. We take H(s)=c for some c>0, and then for any 0>A>cf and
large s, 1d H$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
&A
c s(ln s)
p and we take H*(s)=c*s(ln s) p for some
c*>0. Since p>1 we have  ds(H*(s) H(s))< and Theorem 4.2
applies. K
In the next result, which complements Corollary 3.7, g has a bad sign
and grows slowly at infinity but still produces blow-up since f is not too
large compared to g.
Corollary 4.5. Assume that
lim sup
s  
f (s)
s(ln s)2q
=cf <, lim sup
s  
g(s)
s(ln s)q
=cg<0
with q>12 and assume 1d |cg |
2>cf .
Then there exist solutions of (1.1) that blow up in finite time.
Proof. We take now, for sufficiently small ’>0, H(s)=( |cg |&’)
s(ln s)q and then for any A>cf and large s, we have 1d H$(s)&
f (s)
H(s)
1
d (( |cg |&’)(ln s)
q+(|cg |&’) q(ln s)q&1)&A( |cg |&’)(ln s)q. It is now
clear that A and ’>0 can be chosen such that the coefficient of the term
(ln s)q is positive iff 1d |cg |
2>cf . In such a case, we take H*(s)=c*s(ln s)q
for some c*>0 and then, since q>12 we have  ds(H*(s) H(s))<
and Theorem 4.2 applies. K
Before going further we now give the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let u be a solution of (1.1) with initial data
u0 # L (0) & H 1 (0). We will construct a globally defined supersolution u
of (1.1) of the form u (t, x)=($(t)+h(x)), where  is the solution of the
ODE
{$(s)=H((s))(0)=0
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with 0max[&u0 &L(0) , s0]. Since H is positive and  dsH(s)=, then 
is defined for all t0, and is positive and increasing. On the other hand,
let h be a solution of the elliptic equation
{
&d 2h=k in 0
d
h
n
=1 on 1.
This equation has a solution only for k=& |1 ||0| , and in this case h+c is
also a solution of all c # R. Thus we can assume h is positive. Finally, let
$ be the solution of the ODE
{$$(t)=H*(($(t)+L1))$(0)=0
where L1=maxx # 0 h(x). It follows then, that since  dr(H*((r)))=
 ds(H*(s) H(s))=, $(t) is defined for all t0, positive, increasing
and convex. Therefore u # C([0, )_0 ) and u

(t, x)0s0 .
Now we show that u is a supersolution of (1.1). First, on the boundary
we have
d
u
n
+ g(u )=dH(u )
h
n
+ g(u )=H(u )+ g(u )0
since u (t, x)s0 . On the other hand, we have in the interior
u t&d 2u + f (u )=H(u ) $$(t)&dH$(u ) H(u ) |{h|2&dH(u ) 2h+ f (u ).
Taking L2=maxx # 0 |{h(x)| and defining L=L(0, d )=dL22 we get
u t&d 2u + f (u )H(u ) H*(($(t)+L1))&LH$(u ) H(u )+kH(u )+ f (u )
H(u ) \H*(($(t)+L1))&LH$(u )+k+ f (u )H(u )+ . (4.20)
Since h is positive, H* is non-decreasing and  is increasing, we have
H*(($(t)+L1))H*(u (t, x)) for all t0 and x # 0 , and then
u t&d 2u + f (u )H(u ) \H*(u )&LH$(u )+k+ f (u )H(u )+0.
Then u (t, x) is a supersolution of (1.1) defined for all t0 and x # 0 with
u (0, x)u0 (x), which gives that u (t, x)u(t, x) for as long as u exists.
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Now if u0 # H1 (0), by the smoothing effect, the solution of (1.1) is
classical for t>0. Taking t0>0 small enough, then by the same argument
than above, and taking initial data u(t0 , } ) # L (0) & H1 (0) we get the
result. K
In the following result the superlinear and nondissipative interior term,
f, is the one producing blow-up. Observe that this result implies that, as
pointed out earlier, nonlinear boundary terms can not prevent solutions
from blowing-up.
Theorem 4.3.
(i) Assume that there exist a C 1 concave decreasing function h(s) and
s00 such that
lim sup
s  
h$(s)<&*1,
where *1>0 is the first eigenvalue of &d2 with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions in 0, and such that
|
 ds
|h(s)|
< and f (s)h(s)<0 for all s>s0 .
Let v be a regular positive solution of
vt&d2v+h(v)=0 in 0
{v=0 on 1 (4.19)v(0)=v0 in 0
that blows up in finite time. Then, for any nonlinear term g, there exist solu-
tions of (1.1) that blow up in finite time. Moreover, there exists a positive
function w0 (x) such that all solutions with initial data greater than v0+w0
blow up in finite time.
In particular, if f satisfies
lim sup
s  
f (s)
s(ln s) p
<0, (4.20)
where p>1, then the above applies.
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(ii) Assume that there exists a positive solution of the semilinear heat
equation
vt&d 2v+ f (v)=0 in 0
{v=0 on 1 (4.21)v(0)=v00 in 0
that blows up in finite time. Then, if g(0)0, there also exists a solution of
(1.1) that blows up in finite time.
Proof. (i) Observe that we can assume without loss of generality that
h(0)0. First, we see that there exist positive solutions of (4.19), that blow
up in finite time, see [12, 27]. For this note that for smooth initial data the
solution of (4.19) is locally well defined, and, by comparison, the solution
is positive if v00.
Let . the positive solution of the eigenvalue problem
{&d 2.=*1 . in 0.=0 on 1 (4.22)
such that 0 .=1, and where *1>0 is the first eigenvalue of &d2. Let z
be defined as z=0 v.. Then we get, using (4.21) and Jensen’s inequality
for the convex function &h,
z* =|
0
vt .=d |
0
2v.+|
0
(&h)(v) .
&*1 |
0
v.&h \|0 v.+=&*1 z&h(z)
for as long as it exists. From the assumptions on h if z(0)=0 v0 . is suf-
ficiently large, we get that z(t) is increasing. In such a case, if the solution
of (4.19) exists for all times, since  dr|h(r)|<, then z(t) blows up in finite
time, which is a contradiction. Therefore the solution of (4.19) must blow
up in finite time.
From the assumptions on h there exists s$0 such that h$(s)&*1 for
ss$0 . Define A=max[s0 , s$0 , 0], and take w=+. with +>0 such that we
have d wn & g(A), which is possible since, by the maximum principle,
.
n
is strictly negative on 1.
Let u

be defined by
u

(x, t)=v(x, t)+w0 (x),
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where w0=w(x)+A for all x # 0. We will prove now that u
is a subsolu-
tion of (1.1).
First, in 0 we have u
 t
&d 2u

+ f (u

)=&h(v)+*1w+ f (u
). Since v(x, t),
w(x) and A are positive for all x # 0 and t0 then f (u

)h(u

), and
&h(v)&h(v+A), since h is decreasing. We get then that u

(x, t)A and
u
 t
&d 2u

+ f (u

)h(v+w+A)&h(v+A)+*1w.
By the mean value theorem and the choice of A, we get that
h(v+w+A)&h(v+A)max! # (v+A, v+w+A) h$(!) w &*1w and there-
fore u
 t
&d 2u

+ f (u

)0.
On the other hand, on 1 we have d un + g(u
)=d vn +d
w
n + g(A), but
since vn 0 and the choice of w and A, we get that d
u
n + g(u
)0. Conse-
quently u

is a subsolution of (1.1). Hence, all solutions which satisfy
u0v0+w0 , blow up in finite time.
In particular, if f satisfies (4.20), there exists A<0 such that
h(s)=As(ln s) p satisfies the assumptions above.
(ii) Let v be a solution of (4.23) that blows up in finite time. Then
v
n + g(0)0, and then v is a subsolution of (1.1) that blows up in finite
time. K
Remark 4.3. We can get the symmetric result to the last theorem for
solutions that become & in finite time if h is a decreasing, convex
function such that
lim sup
s  &
h$(s)<&*1
|
&
ds
|h(s)|
< and f (s)h(s)>0 for all s<s0 .
For this we just need to apply the theorem above for the equation satisfied
by &u.
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